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About Us
GLUE is a global brand developer that: Maintains the reputation, standards, and
strategic relationships required to consistently provide clients with measurable impact
and a competitive return on investment (ROI) in the marketplace. We employ more than
60 years of service, building a reputation on trust, integrity, experience, execution, and
reliability; developing “partnerships that stick”, providing unique services and
highest-value opportunities for corporations, brands, and consumers.
GLUE’s core competencies are Strategy Consulting, Project Management, Public
Relations, Celebrity Procurement, Partnership Brokering, and Event Management. Our
strength lies in the development of strategic, innovative, and result-driven campaigns
that connects consumers, engages digital and traditional media, and provides access to
consumers at multiple touch points. Through public relations, experiential initiatives,
and marketing campaigns, GLUE increases the access, knowledge and brand awareness
that organically drives sales and increased market share.
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Current & Previous Clients
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The S.T.I.C.K. Method™
GLUE utilizes a proprietary approach to brand engagement called
The S.T.I.C.K. Method™. This means that we employ:
Strategy:

Identify the overarching objectives
and strategy for the campaign and
define the “Definition of Success”.

Tactics:

Ideation:

Generate innovative and creative ideas and concepts that
we test and refine against real world analytics to ensure
they will reach and then exceed the "Definition of Success".

To ensure that every detail is executed flawlessly,
we outline the action steps necessary to achieve
the stated objectives with surgical precision.

Kick:

Generate consumer engagement that creates
a lasting brand connection and action.

Creativity:

We create concepts that are out-of-the-box
without missing the mark.

In order for a process to be powerful, it must first be practical. The S.T.I.C.K. Method™ provides a blueprint for repeatable success without stifling creativity and
imagination. We understand that the right brand/personality partnership has many dynamics, but one goal… PROFITABILITY.
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Agency Philosophy & Approach

Integrate

Collaborate

Get Results

The complex structure of today’s global corporations
requires a synergistic approach to marketing. GLUE
successfully executes and advocates for a
cross-functional approach to campaigns for
maximum impact.

We foster a collaborative environment, both
internally and with our clients. The GLUE team
works with you, rather than for you. We put people
over positions and results over recognition. Our
clients feel like an integral part of the solution
process and everyone shares in the glory of a job well
done.

At GLUE, exceeding expectations is important to us.
Our philosophy is that it should be evident to every
client that we go the extra mile to ensure maximum
value and that every strategy has a corresponding
result that we are tracking to ensure that we make
the grade.

Integrate

Build Relationships

Collaborate

No one can deny the role that technology has played
in "connecting" the world we live in and GLUE
provides social media execution, at the highest level.
But we also understand the value of personal
interaction, so we work diligently to create effective
programs integrating on-line and off-line
engagement. We place emphasis on one-on-one
dialogue around client initiatives, establishing real
relationships, and delivering celebrities and
dignitaries that are in-line with the message and
engaged in the brand.

Build Relationships

Get Results

Execute
The GLUE team is composed of entrepreneurial
minded professionals who understand the
importance of initiative, vision and drive. The focus is
never on titles, positions or seniority; but on the
client and exerting creative and positive energy to
execute.

Execute
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GLUE developed the
Celebrity strategy
for the Atlanta Hawks.

COMPETENCIE
E
R
S
CO

GLUE worked with Dolvett
Quince, trainer on NBC's The
Biggest Loser, to expand his
brand awareness nationally
and internationally

Consulting
GLUE provides over 15 years of experience across a diverse mix of industries and disciplines,
which equips the agency with the resources, processes and creative strategies required to
increase brand awareness or operational effectiveness for its clients. The agency is strong at
helping clients identify both long and short-term vision and equipping clients with the
blueprint that they need to shatter expectations. GLUE's insight, vision, and direction has
guided individuals and corporations to multi-million dollar opportunities and success across
multiple platforms.

GLUE implemented
Converse's "Atlanta City
Attack"
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The S.T.I.C.K. Method™
provides a blueprint for
repeatable success without
stifling creativity and
imagination.

COMPETENCIE
E
R
S
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Project Management
GLUE assembles cross-functional teams for the effective execution of various large
scale projects and campaigns. The agency functions as the conduit between all key
stakeholders and utilizes its proprietary management tools to ensure that project
timelines and budgets are respected, solutions developed are innovative and results
are effectively measured. GLUE's STICK™ process allows the company to identify
and maximize our clients assets, as well as leverage GLUE's resources which for one
client increased the media value of the project GLUE managed by $3,000,000, with
no incremental dollars spent.
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Public Relations

GLUE employs a multifaceted approach to public relations by developing campaigns
that have a unique and effective mix of traditional public relations outreach, strategies
for digital and social media and experiential components that yield maximum results.
The agency focuses on fostering meaningful consumer and media engagement and
ultimately building lasting relationships. GLUE clients have graced the pages of
national publications like USA Today, JET, and Vibe Magazine, digital properties of
networks like BET and an array of television, radio, print and digital outlets in all top
10 media markets.
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GLUE secured Andre 3000 as an
Ambassador for Spanx founder
Sara Blakely's launch event for
her Sara Blakely Foundation.

COMPETENCIE
E
R
S
CO

GLUE secured actor Lamman Rucker
and many other celebrities to for
Chevy's NOLA promotion

Celebrity Procurement
GLUE leverages its access and relationships with internationally recognizable celebrities,
dignitaries, influencers, tastemakers, high profile individuals, and local personalities to
increase the value and media exposure of event properties and marketing campaigns
though celebrity and talent integration. GLUE has secured over 500 celebrities and talent
and has a 100% procurement rate.

GLUE secured more than 20
celebrities to attend a Lexus
event hosted by Holly
Robinson Peete, actress on
CBS's "Mike and Molly

GLUE secured Demetria
McKinney, actress on Tyler
Perry's "House of Payne", to
sing the national anthem at
the WNBA Atlanta Dream's
playoff game
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GLUE brokered the
partnership that led to retired
NBA player Eric Snow's book
publishing deal.

Partnership Brokering
COMPETENCIE
E
R
S
CO

At the core of GLUE’s competencies is the company’s aptitude for developing viable
partnerships for products and personalities. From facilitating celebrity endorsement deals
to negotiating multi-year contracts between corporate brands and municipalities, the
agency is capable of bringing entities “to the table”, creating "win-win" business
approaches, and developing strategies that get deals done. GLUE has brokered book deals,
corporate and business partnerships, celebrity endorsements and appearances that are
valued at more than $25 million.

CAPTION NEEDED
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Atlanta's Mayor Kasim Reed
does the inaugural ball toss
at the Converse basketball
court dedication at
Piedmont Park

COMPETENCIE
E
R
S
CO

Event Management
GLUE provides comprehensive event management services that include the creation of
unique and innovative event concepts, coordinating all logistical components, securing
event staff, supervising all production elements, activating sponsorships and much more.
The company is skilled at expanding the client’s original vision with additional activation
components that enhance the consumer experience. GLUE has never exceeded a client
budget and has an 80% activation rate of executing the event under budget.

NBA future Hall of Famer,
Shaquille O'Neal hosts NBA
future Hall of Famer, Alonzo
Mourning's charity golf
outing, sponsored by
Tanqueray Rangpur
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The GLUE POWER
Sheri Riley
Sheri is the Founder and Chief Partnership Strategist and for 15 years she has served as the
visionary and driving force for GLUE.
Sheri began her career as the Director of Marketing for Trevel Productions, the
management and production company owned by the late Gerald Levert. She later served
as the Director of Marketing for LaFace Records working with the music industry's top
selling artists Usher, Toni Braxton, Outkast, and TLC. She developed and implemented
creative marketing campaigns that led to international exposure for these artists, which
included strategic partnerships with NBC, NBA, Boys & Girls Club of America, Sega, and the
sale of over 30 million albums worldwide.
Sheri's expertise and unique abilities have been recognized with honors such as:
• Finalist for the America Marketing Association’s AMY Awards
• The Atlanta Business League’s Creative Style Award
• One of the Top 25 Women in Atlanta in by Rolling Out Magazine
• Female Business Owner of the Year Award from NABFEME
• Atlanta USA Magazine’s Best Female Executive in the
Entertainment Industry Award
• Imani Magazine’s Most Admirable Entrepreneur
• Outstanding State Citizen by the State of Georgia’s
Secretary of State

With over 20 years of experience,
Sheri has led and executed
campaigns for Usher, Converse,
Outkast, Footaction, and TNT
Sports, just to name a few.
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The GLUE POWER
Deanna L. Hamilton
Deanna L. Hamilton is a strategic thought leader with over 15+
successful years in the consumer goods, energy and automotive
industry having served as a senior-level executive in finance,
accounting, and operations; while serving on cross-functional teams
in sales and marketing. Established as a results-oriented change
agent, Deanna is a progressive business executive who drives results,
measured not only in the impressive numbers she delivers, but also
her irreproachable integrity and motivational leadership style.
Deanna generously donates her time to education, youth and
minority business initiatives, as President of the Atlanta Chapter of
the National Black MBA Association, Co-Chair of the Georgia Center
for Child Advocacy, Vice President of Why Not Sports; and board
member of The Georgia Minority Supplier Development Council.
Deanna has been honored with the National Minority Supplier
Development Council Supplier of the Year, National Minority Supplier
Development Council Regional Supplier of the Year, Georgia Minority
Supplier Development Council Supplier of the Year, and finalist of the
Atlanta Business League’s Non-Traditional Business Enterprise Award.
The Lincoln Shining Star Honor, National Black MBA Association,
Atlanta Chapter Community Service and MBA of the Year Award;
Diversity Magazine’s Top 50 under 50 Corporate Executives, and
Atlanta Business Journal and Rolling Out Magazine Top 25 Influential
Women in Atlanta.

With over 15+ years experience,
Deanna’s strategic vision, excellent
leadership, organizational and
analytical aptitude,
and proven ability to influence
business partners has served as a
value-add for Chrysler Group, LLC
General Electric, IPG
and Innerworkings.
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The GLUE POWER
Shanti Das
Shanti Das is an accomplished music industry executive,
marketing executive, consultant, mentor, entrepreneur, and
philanthropist. One of music's most sought after marketing
gurus, she honed her skills working directly with
super-producers and label executives Antonio "LA" Reid and
Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds at LaFace Records; then went on
to lend her talents to other major labels including Columbia
Records, Sony Urban Music, and Universal Motown. Shanti has
contributed to the success of many international superstars
including Outkast, TLC, Toni Braxton, Prince, Erykah Badu. She
has created history-making opportunities, like securing electric
violinist Ken Ford to perform at the 2011 Heisman Trophy
Awards. This was the first time ESPN incorporated music talent
into the show. Shanti Das has joined forces with GLUE that
brings over 40 years of experience to both company's clients.
She is the author of two successful business books, one of them
being The 123's of Networking, as well as the co-Founder of ATL
Live on the Park.

Shanti has served as Executive VP at
Universal Motown and VP of Urban
Marketing at Columbia Records
where she marketed international
superstars and emerging artists that
include Melanie Fiona, Prince,
and many others.
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The GLUE POWER

Monica Coleman, Account Supervisor

Erika Kennedy, Creative Services Director

Monica contributes more than a decade worth of
marketing and communications experience to the
GLUE team. She has developed executed and
managed projects for Magic Johnson, Porsche,
The Home Depot, and Crown Royal. Monica’s key
areas of expertise are within the entertainment,
consumer products, and non-profit industries.
Along with her hearty business acumen, her work
has been featured on Good Morning America, The
Weather Channel, Good Day Atlanta, Essence
Magazine, and Sports Illustrated.

A marketer by trade and expressive by nature, Erika plays
a vital role on the GLUE team by designing visual content
that arrests her senses, emotions, and desires of her
clients' target market. By combining the professionalism
of a seasoned executive with the imagination of a
free-spirit, Erika is able to carefully tailor a marketing
image to best communicate the company vision to target
customers. She develops appealing and engaging visuals
that creates brand consistency, while efficiently executing
project management with excellence, vision, and
attention to detail.

GLUE has over 60 years
of combined experience
in project management,
marketing, event management,
celebrity procurement, marketing
communications and
public relations.
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WHEN IT ALL
COMES TOGETHER
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Excellence in Action
Piedmont Park
Dedication

Click on video
titles to view
video
The Converse
Tip Off

Andre 3000
performing at the 2004
NBA All-Star Game
Demetria McKinney
Performs the National
Anthem During the
WNBA Playoffs
glueinc.com

In Their Words
“Sheri Riley of GLUE Inc. contributed significantly to Twestival's fundraising efforts
through the procurement of a donated item from Justin Bieber for our e-bay
hosted, global auction. We'd look forward to any opportunity to work with her
and her team again.”
Amanda Rose
Founder, Twestival®
“Our goal was to make home games at Philips Arena the place to be. GLUE helped
us embrace and involve Atlanta's A-list celebrities, which has made our efforts
extremely successful. Sheri and her team are a pleasure to work with, and bring
with them a high level of professionalism.”
Jim Pfeifer
VP of Marketing, Advertising, Branding
Atlanta Hawks
“Sheri Riley is a very dedicated and hardworking
individual. GLUE pays very close attention to detail. If
you need it, they have it. The company has the ingredients
to make it all stick…like GLUE.”
Usher
Entertainer/Philanthropist/Business Man

“GLUE has always been completely dedicated to making sure our events are a “huge
success.” They are detail driven and just a great way that she communicates with all
members of my team! I plan to always use Sheri and her team for my upcoming events.
Big or small GLUE has made them special!”
Steven Ewing
President and CEO
Wade Ford Inc.
“GLUE delivered beyond our highest expectations by developing a relationship with Les
Brown, one of the top inspirational speakers in the world. If you need a strategic
partnership, I have one piece of advice for you…. Call GLUE!
Raoul Davis
CEO
Ascendant Strategy
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In Their Words
“Having worked with Sheri Riley it afforded me the unique opportunity to experience
creative cross marketing at a level unmatched in our industry. Whether it was with
TLC, Toni Braxton, or Usher her accomplishments can only be matched by her passion.
GLUE is a true force to be reckoned with as a necessary entity, maximizing the
opportunities to cross market some of today’s brightest stars.”
Antonio “LA” Reid
Chairman, Epic Music Group/Judge, X Factor
“Sheri Riley’s gracious style, diplomacy and commitment to this community makes
her a force to reckon with. It has been an honor and sheer pleasure working with her
on projects like the YWCA Open Your Purse Benefit and Auction. The uniqueness
and creativity that she brings to this event year after year is invaluable and
unmatched.”
Justine Boyd
Executive Director
Greater Atlanta YWCA
“At a critical point in my career, GLUE brought and
helped me establish key partnerships that launched my
personal training business and career on an international level.
The company developed the strategy, facilitated the partnerships,
managed the relationships, and assisted in cultivating opportunities for
me that were targeted and effective.”
Dolvett Quince
Trainer
NBC’s “The Biggest Loser”

"Many companies promise the world, but very few deliver. I cannot say that about GLUE!
For the past 15 years Sheri Riley and the GLUE team have been the only firm of their kind
that has consistently exceeded my expectations. They are, for me, the only company to call!"
Patti Webster
CEO
W&W Public Relations, Inc.
“Throughout my career, I have only met a handful of individuals who know how to
effectively merge these two worlds of sport and entertainment with professionalism and
energy…Sheri Riley is one of them. I have witnessed the respect athletes and entertainers
have for her and her work and that permeates the entire GLUE organization.”
Leah Wilcox
VP Talent & Player Relations
NBA Entertainment
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Client Success Stories
Converse ATL City Attack
Converse elected to execute a marketing and media campaign in Atlanta to
create excitement and re-energize interest around the Star Chevron brand and
new basketball performance product. Utilizing its multi-faceted approach to
PR, GLUE:
Developed and/or executed multiple experiential initiatives for the brand
including The Converse Tip Off, The Converse Seeding Suite and the
Piedmont Park Court Dedication
Facilitated community partnerships with the City of Atlanta, the Mayor’s
Office, Atlanta City Council and various non-profits

RESULTS

Located and recruited local talent to organically create buzz for the Star
Player Evo, as well as incorporating the participation of Converse Local
Heroes

The PR outreach instituted around Converse ATL programs led to over 170 media
placements across national and local broadcast, print and digital media.
Consumers joined the #ConverseATL conversation in a major way with more than
1,600 consumer generated tweets and Facebook posts about product and
events.
Community partnerships instituted by GLUE exposed a new generation of
basketball players to the brand while rekindling the affinity and “cool factor” of
the brand’s basketball product among males 21-34, which was consistent with
the national advertising strategy.
Converse product ended up on the feet of some of the city’s most notable
residents, including Mayor Kasim Reed, famed film Producer/Director Tyler Perry,
Hip Hop mogul Jermaine Dupri and international pop artists Justin Bieber and
Cee-lo
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Client Success Stories
Chevy NOLA Takeover
GLUE collaborated with agency partner Divine Management to execute the
celebrity integration and social media around a multi-day event activation for
Chevrolet in New Orleans during the Essence Music Festival.
Without a budget for traditional media, GLUE was charged with using social
and digital media as the only pre-event promotional vehicles for the events

Consumer engagement through the usage of the #ChevyNOLA
hashtag was integral to campaign success, so GLUE
implemented a hybrid experiential/digital event
environment that included a social-media based
photo booth, phone charging stations with
iPads available and immediate display of
all tweets, check-ins and other social
media posts through a wiki
encourage
to
board
consumer buy-in and
participation

RESULTS

GLUE developed a social media strategy that included utilizing social media
influencers and celebrities as brand ambassadors for the events, accessing
the electronic footprints of promoters in more than ten markets and crafting
a strategic schedule for social media messaging that would create an
exclusive cache for the events to increase consumer interest

More than 5,200 consumers attended Chevy NOLA events, which was double the anticipated turnout with no
traditional media support. All events were at capacity.
#ChevyNOLA hashtag was shared by celebrities, cultural influencers and media with a following over more
than 1.5 million on Twitter
Digital promotions implemented reached 230K consumers across 15 states
More than 750 consumers shared Chevy-branded photos across Twitter & Facebook through the on-site photo
booth
GLUE secured the participation of 16 nationally recognizable celebrities including Terrence J of BET’s 106 &
Park, Actor Laz Alonso of Avatar, R&B singer Miguel and gospel group Trin-i-tee 5:7 with 1/4 of the normal
budgetary resources required to execute such a strategy.
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Client Success Stories
Tanqueray Soul Suite
GLUE was challenged to raise awareness of the Tanqueray Soul Suite
initiative amongst consumers and media in cities where the event would be
held, which included: New York, Atlanta, Miami, Detroit, Chicago,
Philadelphia, Washington, DC and Houston. To accomplish this, GLUE:
Developed an aggressive strategy, which included media relations,
publicity development, talent relations, community/celebrity relations,
and advertising/marketing
Executed a local, regional and national print, broadcast and online
publicity campaign targeting four tiers of media: urban/new media
(entertainment-oriented media outlets), radio interviews, local
media, and national media.

RESULTS

Coordinated/facilitated talent appearances and interviews
in each market
Over the two year campaign, GLUE took two emerging, relatively unknown solo artists (Floetry
and Raheem DeVaughn) and generated more than 50,606,710 national media impressions.
The media sources included radio, television, print, and digital media hits in each of the
individual markets, as well as coverage in national (Savoy Magazine and XM Satellite radio)
and international outlets (Absolute Magazine in Hong Kong)
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Client Success Stories
Liquid Soul Media/WNBA
GLUE was engaged to solicit and secure celebrities and notables to attend
and become engaged at WNBA games in select markets throughout the
second half of the 2011 season. To accomplish this, GLUE:
Developed a comprehensive talent outreach strategy designed to drive
awareness and interest in the WNBA and to secure talent to attend games
Conducted outreach to a targeted list of recording artists, professional
athletes, celebrities and notables to:
Solicit attendance
Explore opportunities to integrate them into available media and/or promotional
opportunities

Coordinated all aspects of talent involvement including
assisting with ground transportation and escorting
on-site at each game

RESULTS

Provide recommendations to engage fans via social media

Secured the participation of 31 celebrities and notables like: actresses and actors Holly
Robinson-Peete, Keisha Knight-Pulliam, Bill Bellamy and Lamman Rucker, political correspondent
Roland Martin, recording artist Kandi Burress and TV personality Tami Roman
Exceeded client’s talent solicitation goal by almost 10%
Successfully integrated celebrity participation into various games, including two celebrities
performing The National Anthem
Facilitated fan engagement via social media for 18 celebrities & notables
Secured a media sponsor for the client to promote ticket sales as a value-added component
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Contact Info
GLUE, Inc.
2625 Piedmont Rd, Suite 56-497 • Atlanta, GA 30324
(678) 561-4583 • www.glueinc.com
Contact:
Sheri Riley, Founder & Chief Partnership Strategist
(770) 833-4583 • sheririley@glueinc.com
Deanna Hamilton, New Business Development
(404) 593-6951 • deanna@glueinc.com

GEORGIA MINORITY SUPPLIER
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

Monica Coleman, Account Supervisor
(678) 499-2800 • monica@glueinc.com
CITY OF ATLANTA

@GLUEIncorporatd
GLUEInc
linkedin.com/in/SheriRileydotcom

THE WOMEN'S BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
NATIONAL COUNCIL
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